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Foreign mining in Mongolia: Western Deceptions
and the Extinction of the Nomads
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Predatory capitalism has invaded Mongolia — the savage western hordes overrunning the
land — and but for the recent Hollywood movie spectacle Mongol [1] and colorful travel
magazine articles no one in America hears much of anything about the place. Behind the
bells and whistles promoting ‘democracy’, ‘conservation’, ‘human rights’, and a ‘free press’,
Mongolia  is  under  attack  and  the  people  suffering  a  world  of  hurt.  The  same  companies
destroying Mongolia are destroying Congo and Canada and everywhere else they appear.
Meanwhile, three years after winning the Goldman Environmental Prize — the ‘Green Nobel’
— Mongol herder Tsetsegee Munkhbayar shot at foreign mining operations and thus he is
denounced and shunned by the same foreigners who recognized him as a hero. This is a
story about the killing of the earth, the killing of truth, the killing of hope — and the killing of
the nomad’s way.
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